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Bounds are given for an irreducible Markov chain on the probability that the
time average of a functional on the state space exceeds its stationary expectation,
without assuming reversibility. The bounds are in terms of the singular values of
the discrete generator. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We are interested in formulating concrete inequalities on large devia-
tion probabilities for nonreversible Markov chains. Recent work on nonre-
versible chains has concentrated on convergence of the law of the coordi-
 w xnate process X to its stationary distribution Fill 10 , Meyn and Tweedien
w x w x.16 , and Diaconis and Saloff-Coste 6 . We are concerned here with time
averages, which have applications in estimation problems in Markov Monte
 w x w xCarlo methods see Anantharam 1 , Smith and Roberts 19 , and Besag
w x.and Green 2 . For these applications, one needs nonasymptotic bounds
involving computable quantities in order to evaluate the performance of
 w x.the method see Motwani and Raghavan 17 .
The state space of the chain will be a compact separable metric space S
with Borel field B. Let P be a Markov transition kernel on S, and let m be
w xthe stationary distribution. Let f : S ª 0, 1 be continuous and let m sf
H f dm. We will give bounds uniform in the starting point x on the
 4probability of the deviation H f dL y m G « , where H f dL is the timen f n
  .  ..average f X q ??? qf X rn of the Markov chain x s X , X , . . . in S.1 n 1 2
The probability of such deviations tends to zero by the weak law of large
w xnumbers, assuming that P is irreducible. The papers by Dinwoodie 8 and
w xGillman 12 were concerned with random walks on undirected graphs, or
reversible chains, and the bounds involved only the spectrum of the
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transition matrix P, which can often be estimated. Techniques for estimat-
w xing the second eigenvalue can be found in Diaconis and Stroock 7 ,
w x w xDiaconis and Saloff-Coste 5 , and Lawler and Sokal 15 . We discuss this
problem for certain examples in Section 4.
The essential quantity in our inequalities is the smallest singular value b
above zero for the generator D s P y I. If P is reversible, then b is the
gap between 1 and the second largest eigenvalue. Our results say roughly
 4 yn b« 2that P H f dL y m G « decays at least as fast as e for small « ) 0,x n f
so the rough conclusion is that on the order of 1rb« 2 steps are sufficient
 .for accuracy « ) 0. A minorization condition 3.2 on the kernel P gives a
computable bound uniform in the starting point in Corollary 3.1. When
specialized to the reversible case, we have nearly doubled the exponent
w x 2compared to Dinwoodie 8 to get the coefficient of 1 on b« . The
constants in front of the decay term are not directly comparable, since the
present technique is more general.
The technique we use for the necessary perturbation theory in Lemma
w x2.1 is adapted from Rellich 18 , but is applied to a nonnegative operator
which is not necessarily self-adjoint.
Other bounds of a different nature can be found in the literature. In the
  ..i.i.d. case, a bound on the probability is exp ynl « , where l is the
convex conjugate of the logarithm of the moment generating function for
 . the random variable f X y m . The method of types see Dembo andi f
w x.Zeitouni 4 p. 12 can also be used to get bounds for Markov chains on a
 w x.finite state space see Csiszar, Cover, and B. Choi 3 in terms of the largeÂ
deviation rate function. Our bounds hold on a compact space, and are not
formulated in terms of the large deviation rate function but rather minimal
spectral properties of the transition kernel. This means that the traditional
large deviation theorems do not follow from our bounds, but the bounds
can be used in practical problems where transition kernels are quite
complicated and only estimates of the second largest eigenvalue are
possible.
Let P be a Markov kernel on the compact state space S. We assume the
condition of irreducibility on P that for each open set U ; S and each
k .x g S, there exists k G 1 such that P x, U ) 0. We assume that the
probability measure m on S is invariant for our Markov kernel P, which
 .  .  .  .means that Hm dx P¨ x s Hm dx ¨ x for bounded measurable ¨ . We
2 .  .also assume that P: L m ª C S is a completely continuous operator.
 .The irreducibility implies that for ¨ g C S with ¨ G 0 and not identi-
cally zero, there exists k G 1 and d ) 0 such that
k
iP ¨ G d ) 0. 1.1 .  .
is1
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 .From 1.1 a simple argument shows that the dimension is one of the
eigenspace corresponding to the largest eigenvalue 1 of the restricted
 .  .  .operator P: C S ª C S . Thus dim ker I y P s 1, and standard Fred-
 T . Tholm theory says that dim ker I y P s 1, where P is the adjoint
operator on measures. Thus there is a unique invariant measure, which is
 .m. The relevant Perron]Frobenius theory for the operator P on C S can
w xbe found in Krein and Rutman 14, Sect. 6 , which generalizes the matrix
w xtheory in Gantmacher 11, Chap. 13 . For our purposes, the following
points are relevant. Our operators and their perturbations may have a
finite number of eigenvalues of the same magnitude as the spectral radius.
However, one of these eigenvalues is real and positive, and is simple in the
 .sense that it corresponds to the subspace of C S spanned by a single
eigenfunction, which is positive and continuous. Basic continuity proper-
w xties of the spectrum are established in Kato 13 .
 .  : HDefine an inner product on C S by ¨ , w s H ¨w dm. Let 1 denote
2 .  :the subspace of functions in L m which are orthogonal to 1 for , . The
5 5 5 5 2  :norm notation ? will be for this inner product: ¨ s ¨ , ¨ . Let
H  .w s f y m g 1 lC S .f f
H  . H  .Now D s P y I: 1 lC S ª 1 lC S , and is both injective and
H H  :surjective. First, D maps 1 into itself, since if ¨ g 1 , then 1, D¨ s
 :  :1, P¨ y 1, ¨ s 0, where we use the fact that m is invariant for P. If it
were not injective, there would be two eigenfunctions corresponding to the
value 1. To see that D is surjective, apply the standard Fredholm theory to
 .yD defined on C S . The dual space M is the space of finite signed Borel
measures on S which act by integration, and the adjoint PT: M ª M is
T  .  .  .  .given by P n A s Hn x P x, A . Since ker yD is spanned by 1,
 .  T .  T .dim ker yD s 1 s dim ker yD s 1 and so ker D is spanned by the
 .   .invariant measure m. Thus the range of yD defined on C S is ¨ g C S :
4 H  .  . H  .H ¨ dm s 0 s 1 lC S . But if D ¨ s w g 1 for ¨ g C S , then ¨ y
 : H  .   : .  .¨ , 1 1 g 1 lC S and D ¨ y ¨ , 1 1 s D ¨ s w. So there is in fact
H  .an element in 1 lC S whose image is w, and D is surjective.
2. PERTURBATION THEORY
The essential quantity b in the inequalities is the first singular value of
D. More precisely, define b G 0 by
2  : H 5 5b s inf D¨ , D¨ : ¨ g 1 lC S , ¨ s 1 . 2.1 4 .  .
H  .  y1 y1 : 2 5 5 5 5Let r s 1rb. Then for any w, ¨ g 1 lC S , D ¨ , D w F r ¨ w .
H  :Let D* be the adjoint for D on 1 for the inner product , . If S is
 .  .  .  .finite, then P* x, y s m y P y, x rm x gives the reversed chain. Then
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b satisfies
2 H 5 5 :b G inf ¨ , D*D ¨ : ¨ g 1 , ¨ s 1 , 4 .
which shows that essentially b is the square root of the smallest eigen-
value of D*D restricted to 1H , or the first singular value of D, which would
2 .be the first eigenvalue above zero for D*D defined on L m . Clearly,
w xb g 0, 2 , but in practical examples b will be small. If P is reversible,
then P s P* and b s 1 y l , where l - 1 is the second largest eigen-2 2
value in the real spectrum of P denoted 1 ) l ) ??? ) l G y1.2 s
 .  . .  .  .Let D be the operator on C S given by D h x s w x h x . Let Af t
for t G 0 be the perturbation of P given by
A s I q tD q t 2D2 P , .t
 .which is a completely continuous operator on the Banach space C S with
the uniform metric.
w xLEMMA 2.1. Suppose b F 1. For t g 0, br8 , A has largest eigen¨aluet
a s 1 q a t 2 q a t 3 q ??? and corresponding eigen¨ector v s 1 q tc qt 2 3 t 1
2  .t c q ??? g C S , where2
 2 :  :a s 1, D Pc q 1, DPc 2.2 .n ny2 ny1
y1 . Hfor n G 2, c s 1, c s yD w , and c g 1 is gi¨ en by0 1 f n
ny1
y1 y1 2c s a D c q D a 1 y D Pc y DPc . .  .n i nyi n ny2 ny1
is2
< 2 < 5 2 3 5 5 3  :Furthermore, 1 q a t y a F 2 r t , 1 y v F 2 rt, and 1, v s 1.2 t t t
 y1 .:Remark. It is easily computed that a s w , yD w .2 f f
 5 5 5 5 5 5 .  .Proof. Consider the sequence 1 s c , c , c , . . . . From 2.2 , with0 1 2
n G 2,
1
< < 5 5 5 5a F c q c , .n ny1 ny22
ny1
y1 y1 25 5c F a D c q D a 1 y D Pc y DPc .  .n i nyi n ny2 ny1
is2
1r2
ny1 ny1
y1 y1 y1s a D c , a D c q D  , .  .  . i nyi j nyj H 1 ;
is2 js2
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where  indicates the projection of D2Pc q DPc onto theH 1 ny2 ny1
space orthogonal to 1,
1r2ny1 ny1
y1 y1s a a D c , D c : .  i j nyi nyj /is2 js2
1r2y1 y1q D  , D  : .  .H 1 H 1
ny1
< < 5 5 5 5F r a c q r  i nyi H 1
is2
ny1
< < 5 5 5 5 5 5F r a c q c q c , i nyi ny2 ny1
is2
since
5 5 5 2 5 5 5 5 5 F D Pc q DPc F c q c ,H 1 ny2 ny1 ny2 ny1
ny11
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F r c q c c q c s c . iy1 iy2 nyi ny2 ny12 is2
ny1 ny21 1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5s r c c q c c i ny1yi i ny2yi2 2is1 is0
1 1
5 5 5 5q c q cny2 ny12 2
ny1 ny21
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5s r c c q c c q c . i ny1yi i ny2yi ny22 is0 is0
 .Let d s 1, d , d , . . . be the increasing r G 1 sequence of numbers0 1 2
defined recursively by
ny1
d s r d d , n G 1.n j ny1yj
js0
5 5  4Then c F d by induction, and the sequence d has generating func-n n n
 .  . 2 .tion g x s d q d x q ??? which satisfies g x s 1 q rxg x . Then0 1
`’1 y 1 y 4 rx 1r2 kq1 ky1 ky1g x s s 2 y1 4 r x .  .  .  /k2 rx ks1
` 1r2 i i is 2 y1 4 r x . .  .  /i q 1is0
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1r2 n n 1r2 n . .  . < . < .Thus d s 2 y1 4 r s 2 4 r and g has radius of conver-n n q 1 n q 1
2 .gence 1r4r, by the ratio test. In particular, this means that v g L m fort
t - 1r4r and
` `
n y1n n5 51 y v F t d F 4 r t s 4 rt 1 y 4 rt F 8 rt .  . t n
1 1
< < 5 5 5 5.  .if t F 1r8r s br8. Since a F c q c r2 F d q d r2n ny1 ny2 ny1 ny2
 .ny1F 4 r , it follows that
< 2 <1 q a t y a2 t
` `
ny1 2 y1n n 3 5 2 3< <F a t F 4 r t s 4 r t 1 y 4 rt F 2 r t .  .  . n
3 3
for t F br8.
w xIt remains to show that for t g 0, br8 , the convergent series a and vt t
are the desired eigenvalue and eigenvector. Now
A v s I q tD q t 2D2 P 1 q tc q t 2c q ??? .  .  .t t 1 2
s 1 q t D1 q Pc q t 2 D21 q DPc q Pc .  .1 1 2
q t 3 D2Pc q DPc q Pc q ??? .1 2 3
s 1 q t D1 q c q Dc q t 2 D21 q DPc q Dc q c q ??? .  .1 1 1 2 2
q t n D2Pc q DPc q Dc q c q ??? .ny2 ny1 n n
s 1 q tc q t 2 D21 q DPc q a 1 y D21 y DPc q c q ??? .1 1 2 1 2
ny1
n 2q t D Pc q DPc q a c q a 1ny2 ny1 i nyi n
2
yD2Pc y DPc q c q ???ny2 ny1 n /
ny1
2 ns 1 q tc q t a 1 q c q ??? qt a 1 q a c q c q ??? . 1 2 2 n i nyi n /
2
s 1 q tc q t 2 c q a c q a 1 .1 2 1 1 2
q t 3 c q a c q a c q a 1 q ??? .3 1 2 2 1 3
s 1 q a t q a t 2 q ??? 1 q tc q t 2c q ??? .  .1 2 1 2
s a v .t t
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This proves that a is an eigenvalue for A corresponding to the eigenfunc-t t
2 .  . 2 .  .tion v g L m . Thus v g C S since P maps L m into C S . Clearlyt t
 :1, v s 1.t
Finally we show that a is in fact the spectral radius r st t
5 n .5 .1r n  . w xlim A 1 for the operator A on C S when t g 0, br8 . Recall`n t t
that the spectral radius is a positive eigenvalue for the compact operator
 .  .A : C S ª C S , and corresponds to a one-dimensional eigenspacet
 w xspanned by a positive continuous function. Let t s sup t g 0, br8 :0
4r s a . Clearly t ) 0, since a s r s 1, and by the continuity of eigen-t t 0 0 0
values with respect to the parameter t, a small neighborhood of 1 will
contain exactly one eigenvalue for sufficiently small t ) 0. Then this
neighborhood will contain the perturbed eigenvalue a and the spectralt
radius r , so they must be the same. Also, a s r by continuity, sincet t t0 0w .a s r for t g 0, t . But then there is a neighborhood about t in whicht t 0 0
a is the largest eigenvalue, again by continuity and the fact that the0
eigenspace for the largest eigenvalue has dimension 1. Hence t cannot be0
less than br8.
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose b F 1 and let a be the spectral radius of thet
w xoperator A . For t g 0, br8 ,t
a F 1 q rr4 t 2 q 25r 2 t 3. .  .t
 y1 .:Proof. By the remark following Lemma 2.1, a s y w , D w . It2 f f
 y1 .: 5 5 5 y1 .5 5 5 2then follows that a s w , yD w F w D w F w r, by the2 f f f f f
5 5 2variational characterization of the singular value r. But w F 1r4, andf
w x 2 5 3 3hence a F rr4. Now for t g 0, br8 , a F 1 q a t q 2 t r F 1 q2 t 2
2 3 5 3t rr4 q t 2 r , from Lemma 2.1.
3. INEQUALITIES
Let x s X , X , . . . be our Markov chain in S, with transition kernel P1 2
and invariant distribution m. In this section we use the technical results of
Section 2 to obtain probability inequalities on the time average. In the
remaining part of the paper, let « ) 0 and let t s 2«b , and assume that
b F 1. Then Lemma 2.2 implies that when « F 1r16,
a F 1 q « 2b q « 328 r 2b 3 F e« 2 bq« 32 8 bt 3.1 .
5 5v y 1 F 16« .t
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 . y8THEOREM 3.1. Let b be defined at 2.1 . For « - 2 ,
inf P f dL y m G « F eyn b« 21y« 2 8. .Hx x n f 5
 .  . . t w f  x .  .Proof. Let D be the operator on C S given by D h x s e h x ,t t
and let P s D P. By the Markov inequality and an induction argument,t t
P f dL y m G «Hx n f 5
F eyn t« E exp tSw X s eyn t«d P n 1 F eyn t«d An 1 , .  .  . .x f i x t x t
 .  2 2 . .where for the last inequality we use D h F I q tD q t D h for h G 0t
when t F 1.
n . n . n . .Since inf A 1 s min A 1 s A 1 x is the spectral radius forx t x t t n, t
 . . n . .the operator B given by B h x s A h x , it is no greater than thet n, t
n n  .spectral radius a of A . Hence, using 3.1 ,t t
inf P f dL y m G « F eyn t« inf d An 1 .Hx x n f x x t 5
F eyn t«ant
F exp yn2b« 2 exp nb« 2 q n« 328b .  .
2 8s exp ynb« 1 y « 2 . . .
Let an integer k G 1, and c ) 0 satisfy
k k
i iP x , ? G c P y , ? , x , y g S. 3.2 .  .  . 
is1 is1
 .To find quantities k and c in 3.2 for particular applications, one can
apply results on the rate of convergence of the law of X to its stationaryn
 .distribution in total variation distance. If S is finite and P x, z G p ) 0,
then one can take c s p.
 . y8COROLLARY 3.1. Assume 3.2 . Then for each n ) k, and 0 F « - 2 ,
1 2 8yn b« 1y« 2 .sup P f dL y m G « q krn F e .Hx x n f 5 c
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Proof. Let x, y g S be arbitrary. Then for 1 F i F k and using 0 F
f F 1,
P f dL y m G « q krnHx n f 5
nqiyk
F P f X G m q « q krn n y k .  .x j f 5
jsiq1
nyk
is P x , dx P f X G m q « q krn n y k .  .  .H iq1 x j fiq1 5
js1
nyk
is P x , dw P f X G m q « n . .  . .H w j f 5
js1
Therefore for any y g S,
kP f dL y m G « q krnHx n f 5
k nyk
iF P x , dw P f X G m q « n .  . . H w j f 5
is1 js1
k nyk1
iF P y , dw P f X G m q « n .  . . H w j f 5c is1 js1
k nykqi1
s P f X G m q « n . . y j f 5c is1 jsiq1
k n1
F P f X G m q « n . . y j f 5c is1 js1
k
s P f dL y m G « .Hy n f 5c
 4  .  4Hence, sup P H f dL y m G « q krn F 1rc inf P H f dL y m G « ,x x n f y y n f
and the result follows from Theorem 3.1.
 4When S is finite, it is easy to show that sup P H f dL y m G « Fx x n f
  .. yn b« 21y« 2 8.  .1 q O « e with condition 3.2 .
We remark that a slightly more accurate expansion in Lemma 2.1 with
A s I q tD q t 2D2r2 q t 3D3r2 leads to a coefficient a in the expansiont 2
5 5 2  y1 .: 5 5 2 y1of the largest eigenvalue of y w r2 q w , yD w F w b yf f f f
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. 2 y1 . 2 5 5 21r2 s s 2b y 1 r2, where s is the variance w . We could thenf
2  2get an improved second order term in the above bound of « br 2s 2 y
..b . This has the advantage that when the process is i.i.d., b s 1 and the
coefficient becomes the well known « 2r2s 2. For most interesting applica-
 2 .. 2tions b is small, so br 2s 2 y b f br4s f b. Thus our bound is
simpler, but is essentially the same for interesting examples and the
method is fundamentally precise.
4. EXAMPLES
Heuristically, the theorems above show that on the order of 1rb« 2
 .steps are sufficient for precision « in the estimate of a probability m A by
its time average. The bound is conservative, but gives insight into conver-
gence properties not reflected in other results on rates of convergence.
Consider the nonreversible transition matrix on Zr4Z, described by a
deterministic walk clockwise. The spectrum is "1, and "i. The law m ofn
X does not converge to the uniform stationary distribution, even thoughn
the time averages converge very fast. The multiplicative reversibilization,
on which many bounds for convergence of m are based, does not helpn
since its spectral gap is zero. The additive reversibilization is a periodic
 4symmetric random walk with spectrum 1, 0, 0, y1 . None of these objects
bears in any useful way on the convergence of the time averages. The
’ quantity b , the first singular value of D*D, turns out to be 2 cf. Example
.4.2 . This implies fast convergence for the time averages.
A class of processes where general and precise statements for b are
possible is the class of Markov chains on abelian groups, as described
below. Two well-known and useful examples are the circle ZrmZ and the
 .dcube Zr2Z . The singular value b can be found fairly easily, according
to Proposition 4.1 below.
If G is a group and g g G, then g can be identified with a transition
 .  y1 .matrix g on G defined by g h, hg s 1, or equivalently g hg , h s 1 forÃ Ã Ã
each h g G. We consider Markov chains with transition matrices of the
form
P s p g , 4.1 .Ã g
ggG
 .where p are nonnegative constants which sum to 1, and representg
probabilities of using the corresponding group element to make the next
 . y1step. As an operator on functions on G, one can see that g I s I ,Ã h4 h g 4
 .where I is the indicator function, and I g s I . Such chains may orÃh4 h g4
may not be reversible, but the invariant distribution is always uniform if
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 .the chain is irreducible. Let s P denote the set of eigenvalues of P. If
the group G is abelian, these can often be determined exactly by finding
the irreducible characters of the group G.
Recall that a group character x of an irreducible representation of an
 .abelian group is in fact an eigenfunction for g with eigenvalue x g . ThisÃ
is because an irreducible representation is one-dimensional and therefore
 .  .  .is its own character x , which implies that x gh s x g x h . This means
that the right eigenvectors are the characters x with corresponding
 .eigenvalues  p x g , whereas the left eigenvectors are the characters xg g
y1 .  .with corresponding eigenvalues  p x g s  p x g .g g g g
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let P be an irreducible Marko¨ chain on the group G,
 .of the form 4.1 . Then the smallest singular ¨alue b of the generator
D s P y I is gi¨ en by
< <  4b s min 1 y l : l g s P y 1 . 4 .i i
Proof. The eigenvectors of D*D are the characters for the irreducible
2 . . < <  .4representations, with eigenvalues 1 y l 1 y l s 1 y l : l g s P .i i i i
EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider an asymmetric random walk on the circle
 .  .ZrmZ, with P i, i q 1 s p ) 0 and P i, i y 1 s 1 y p. Then P is not
 .  .reversible unless p s 1r2. Its spectrum s P is the set s P s
 2p ih r m y2p ih r m 4   . pe q qe : h s 0, . . . , m y 1 s cos 2p hrm q i p y
.  . 4  .2q sin 2p hrm : h s 0, . . . , m y 1 , which means that if a s p y q ,
2   ..2 2 . 4b s min 1 y cos 2p hrm q a sin 2p hrm : h s 0, . . . , m y 1 s 1h
 .  . 2 . 2q a y 2 cos 2prm q 1 y a cos 2prm . If p s 1, then b s 2 y
 .2 cos 2prm , and b takes its minimum value, which corresponds to
slowest convergence, at the symmetric walk with p s 1r2. Therefore, the
reversible choice is the worst choice for convergence of time averages.
A very interesting example of a nonreversible chain is the Gibbs sampler
for a distribution on a product space when the coordinates are updated in
a fixed order. Estimates on the quantity b , analogous to the reversible
w xestimates of Dinwoodie 9 for a finite state space, are essential to
understanding its convergence.
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